




GET FOUND GET CHOSEN RETAIN CUSTOMER GET RECOMMENDEDCOMPLETE WORK

REVIEWS WEBCHAT PAYMENTS FEEDBACK REVIEWS

MESSENGER

Podium helps HVAC businesses “own the house” by streamlining every 
business interaction across the all the stages of customer lifecycle 
 

TEAMCHAT

⇄



Keep the benefits of the offline model while adopting benefits of online business. 

Podium helps HVAC businesses compete—and 
win—as consumer needs evolve. 

OFFLINE ONLINE

Ability to provide 
       immediacy

Unique experiences
Deeper relationships

Increased convenience
Better analytics
Ability to personalize



Get found with reviews

Convert web visitors into 
lead conversations

Easily manage all your 
messages

Collect new Google reviews



Get found with reviews



Potential customers use the  
and GLS to make decisions. Make specific to HVAC



Get found with reviews

Convert web visitors into 
lead conversations



Respond to your website visitors via text and get 
the flexibility you both need to keep the 
conversation going.



Get found with reviews

Convert web visitors into 
lead conversations

Easily manage all your 
messages



Talk to customers on their preferred channel and 
manage interactions from one inbox. 



Get found with reviews

Convert web visitors into 
lead conversations

Easily manage all your 
messages

Collect new Google reviews



Send review invitations and manage reviews in 
a few clicks.



Streamline the fulfillment of Service 
Maintenance memberships 

Confirm appointments

Schedule appointments

Send dispatch notification

Collect real-time feedback

Share insights with employees



Schedule appointments



Allows you to connect with the customer when it 
is most convenient for them



Confirm appointments

Schedule appointments



Increased efficiency of your technicians will 
improve profitability for each of your trucks 



Confirm appointments

Schedule appointments

Send dispatch notification



Helps manage expectations with customers and 
avoid delays in completing the work 



Confirm appointments

Schedule appointments

Send dispatch notification

Collect real-time feedback



Get real-time feedback from your customers so 
you can deliver a better overall experience.



Confirm appointments

Schedule appointments

Send dispatch notification

Collect real-time feedback

Share insights with employees



Easily communicate with team members about 
what’s happening via Podium. 





www.podium.com/trane

www.podium.com/american-standard

http://www.podium.com/trane

